Please deny PI interim storage of nuclear material.
1-Temporary storage of nuclear waste can become permanent storage. 2-Transport accidents (whether via road, rail or waterway) of multiple shipments of nuclear waste can lead to contamination of land, aquifers, and waterways for hundreds to thousands of years. The areas will become unlivable for generations. 3-Property values of residences and businesses near the temporary waste sites will decrease to the point owners will be unable to re-sell them. Will these temporary storage sites become superfund sites? 4-People, crops and plant life, farm animals, and wildlife may be affected by
hazardous radioactivity releases into the air, surface water or groundwater if they are located downstream or downwind of the temporary waste sites. 5-What assurances does the public have that spent nuclear fuel stored at a private interim storage facility will be managed effectively regarding economics? 6-What assurances do we have that spent nuclear fuel stored at a private interim storage facility will be managed effectively regarding public safety? 7-According to the terms of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, private initiatives (PI) centralized interim storage is illegal. That alone should deter the Department of Energy in approving this plan.
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